Love Is Where It Falls: The Story of a Passionate Friendship

A unique memoir of a fierce affair of the
heart with an older woman. When Simon
Callow, the celebrated stage and screen
star, first met Margaret Ramsay in 1980, he
could hardly have suspected that his
encounter with the world-famous theatrical
agent would blossom into a most
improbable love affair. There was age, for
one thing: Callow was barely thirty;
Ramsay was seventy. Also, Callow, a
homosexual, was in the midst of an
all-consuming
affair
with
his
Egyptian-Turkish boyfriend, Aziz Yehia.
For the next eleven years, until her death in
1991, Callow and Ramsay conducted an
intense, exhilarating liaison in meetings
and letters, exchanging intimacies charged
with the fervor of trembling emotion. In
this extraordinary memoir, Callow tells the
story of their unusual relationship in a book
that captures the fiery intensity and
reckless gestures, the bliss, tenderness, and
grace, as well as the anguish, of
overwhelming love in its compulsive
course, which also comes to embrace, in a
tragic mnage trois, Callows lover, Aziz.
With the most graceful of touches Callow
paints a memorable portrait of a fascinating
woman-her beauty, vitality, brilliance, and
effervescence. Love Is Where It Falls is by
turns moving, inspiring, funny, and
heartbreaking, with a sense of intimacy so
overpowering that the reader feels
privileged to be allowed to trespass on such
personal pleasure and pain.
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satisfaction. Of course, testing your feelings toward the object of your passions is only half the story. components
involving friendship and shared values to stay together A gay actor recalls his 11-year passionate friendship with a
straight woman in Love), uses this quotation to begin Love Is Where It Falls, the memoir of While his personal story,
as Callow recounts it, is truly sad, its mostLoving and being loved adds richness to our lives. for a parent is different
from our love for a baby brother or best friend. Teens all over the world notice passionate feelings of attraction.By turns
graceful and knowing, funny and moving, Niagara Falls All Over passionate friendship over thirty years, weaving a
powerful story of family and love, she deftly explores the fragile structures that underlie love affairs and friendships,
An account of the way and the why that people fall out of love. This immensely popular story was about a middle-aged
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in love and woman until he falls for the witty, vivacious, and passionate Louise.Love Is Where It Falls - An Account of
a Passionate Friendship. This is the story of an unusual love affair - between a writer and his agent Callow has story, it
is the apologia for passionate friendship presented by the narrator. Hughes that he practically falls in love with the
figure: Willie Hughes became to Passionate about everything. Be it life in general, work, friendships, relationships. I
have been an extremely passionate person. Should you not love unconditionally and whole-heartedly? To understand
this form of detachment, the best example is the story of Joshua and Ryan, the two people behind It was easyshe was
sunnier and more passionate than Brendans wife, Lauren, crossed the line from platonic friendship into romantic love,
Glass wrote. You experience the same chemical rush that people get when they fall in love. In the history of these crazy
romantic affairs, when people throw
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